From 2008 to 2017, two
generations of cultural
programmes for the ACP
countries
Over the period 2008-2017, three programmes have
contributed in supporting culture and creativity in the
ACP countries. With a global budget of 45 million €,
the ACP Films, ACP Cultures (2008-2011) and ACP
Culture+ programmes (2012-2017) have enabled talent
to surface, initiatives to be set-up, partnerships to be
created and developed and cultural policies and funds
to be put in place.

ACP-EU

culture
The 3 programmes in a nutshell:

www.acp-ue-culture.org

✓ 32,3 million € granted
✓ 82 projects supported (cinema, audiovisual, cultural
and creative industries, cultural heritage)
✓ 600 cultural operators involved
✓ 8600 trained people (80% of whom are young people)
✓ 5000 paid jobs during projects
✓ 1145 works produced
✓ 3800 cultural events organised in ACP countries

Secretariat of the African,
Caribbean and Pacific Group of States
Avenue Georges Henri 451 B
1200 Brussels -Belgium
+32 2 743 06 00
info@acp-ue-culture.org

✓ 900.000 people who attended cultural events (ACP
countries and Europe)
✓ 30.000.000 people reached via social networks / VOD
/ youtube / TV / radio

ACP-EU

culture
Towards a viable
cultural industry

The ACP-EU CULTURE programme is an initiative funded by the European Union and implemented by
the Secretariat of the African, Caribbean and Pacific Group of States.
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Nowadays the creative economy is acknowledged as
one of the sectors with the highest growth in the world,
leading to quality jobs creation and income generation.
It represents around 3% of the world’s GDP and 30
million jobs. The cultural and creative sectors also
contribute to social cohesion, cultural diversity, peace
and stability.
The 79 African, Caribbean and Pacific countries (ACP),
despite their geographic, historical, demographic and
economic differences, share an enormous potential in
terms of culture and creation.

The ACP-EU CULTURE
programme, towards a viable
cultural industry in the ACP
countries
Managed by the Secretariat of the ACP Group of States
and funded by the European Union, the « ACP-EU
towards a viable cultural industry » programme (ACP-EU
CULTURE) shows the will to boost the potential of the
cultural and creative sector and its contribution to the
social and economic development of the ACP countries.

With a budget of 40 million € for the period 2018-2021,
the programme aims at:
✓ Encouraging entrepreneurship and cultural innovation,
as well as the participation of the youth
✓ Creating new jobs and increasing artists’ and cultural
professionals’ revenues
✓ Raising the quality of the ACP cultural productions
✓ Valorizing the cultural productions and artists from the
ACP countries on international markets.
It covers all cultural sectors, from cinema and audiovisual to
tangible and intangible cultural heritage, and from crafts,
fashion and design to visual and performing arts, literature,
multimedia and digital creation.

Creation and production of cultural goods and
services at competitive costs:

Actions and tools in the service
of culture and innovation
The programme will support the culture sector
through the following actions and tools:
✓
3 calls for proposals in the sectors of audiovisual
coproduction, culture and creation in the ACP countries
✓ Multiple partnerships across the ACP countries

✓ Support to cinema and audiovisual, to performing
arts, to visual arts, crafts, fashion and design, to
literature, multimedia and festivals
✓ Support to the valorization and dissemination of tangible
and intangible cultural heritage, including museums and
collections
✓ Development of professional skills and capacities
✓ Support to knowledge transfers
Access to international markets and support to the
circulation, dissemination and promotion of cultural
goods and services:

✓ A dedicated team of experts and the staffs from the
Secretariat of the ACP Group of States and the European
Union in charge of the programme’s daily management
in Brussels

✓ Development of on-line distribution

✓
A web-based platform enabling culture professionals
from ACP countries to meet, network, exchange
information and share projects (www.culturexchange.eu)

Increased access to finances:

✓ A communication and visibility strategy and toolkit
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Examples of activities supported
by the programme

✓ Applications for the dissemination on all digital supports
✓ Image education

✓ Support to artists/creators in accessing finances
✓ Development of partnerships with innovative funds
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